Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) studies in humans have shown that seniors exhibit reduced white matter integrity compared with young adults, with the most pronounced change occurring in frontal white matter. It is generally assumed that this structural deterioration underlies inhibitory control deficits in old age, but specific evidence from a structural neuroscience perspective is lacking. Cognitive action control is thought to rely on an interconnected network consisting of right inferior frontal cortex (r-IFC), pre-supplementary motor area (preSMA), and the subthalamic nucleus (STN). Here we performed probabilistic DWI tractography to delineate this cognitive control network and had the same individuals (20 young, 20 older adults) perform a task probing both response inhibition and action reprogramming. We hypothesized that structural integrity (fractional anisotropy) and connection strength within this network would be predictive of individual and age-related differences in task performance. We show that the integrity of r-IFC white matter is an ageindependent predictor of stop-signal reaction time (SSRT). We further provide evidence that the integrity of white matter projecting to STN predicts both outright stopping (SSRT) and transient braking of response initiation to buy time for action reprogramming (stopping interference effects). These associations remain even after controlling for Go task performance, demonstrating specificity to the Stop component of this task. Finally, a multiple regression analysis reveals bilateral preSMA-STN tract strength as a significant predictor of SSRT in older adults. Our data link age-related decline in inhibitory control with structural decline of STN projections.
Introduction
One of the prevailing theories in cognitive aging is that inhibitory processing is compromised. This fundamental deficit is thought to influence cognitive performance in a variety of domains (Hasher and Zacks, 1988; Lustig et al., 2007) . The neural process underlying inhibition of behavior can take different forms (Munakata et al., 2011) , reflecting the many and varied ways in which the term is used (Aron, 2007) . However, it is widely accepted that an inhibitory process can countermand an initiated motoric response. The neuroanatomical basis of this form of inhibition is thought to rely critically on the subthalamic nucleus (STN) (Aron and Poldrack, 2006) . Importantly, the efficiency of motor inhibition can be measured by calculating stop-signal reaction time (SSRT), which is known to deteriorate with old age (Williams et al., 1999; Bedard et al., 2002) . Although it has been assumed that age-related inhibitory deficits stem from reduced frontal lobe integrity (Kramer et al., 1994) , this remains to be shown empirically.
Brain white matter integrity declines in old age and is most pronounced in anterior brain regions (Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2006) . Concomitant changes occur in gray matter (Fjell et al., 2009 ) and dopaminergic neurotransmission (Backman et al., 2010) . Together, these changes conspicuously parallel reduced processing speed, increased performance variability, and general cognitive decline (Hedden and Gabrieli, 2004) . Several studies have explored age-dependent relationships between white matter integrity and composite measures of executive function (Kennedy and Raz, 2009; Vernooij et al., 2009; Zahr et al., 2009) ; however, composite z-scores exclude inference about the neural circuitry supporting a particular process. Executive function encompasses, but is not synonymous with, cognitive control of action, i.e., the rapid inhibition and adjustment of behavior when expectations are violated. It remains untested whether inhibitory deficits in older age are related to frontal white matter in general or to specific tracts critical for task performance (Johansen-Berg, 2010) .
Right inferior frontal cortex (r-IFC) and pre-supplementary motor area (preSMA) are frequently identified as important for a range of tasks requiring response inhibition and switching from automatic to controlled behavior (Aron and Poldrack, 2006; Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007; Chikazoe, 2010; Sharp et al., 2010; Zandbelt and Vink, 2010) . These areas are thought to enact control via the basal ganglia, in particular STN (Aron and Poldrack, 2006; Frank, 2006; Isoda and Hikosaka, 2008; Fleming et al., 2010; Hikosaka and Isoda, 2010) to which they are directly connected . White matter integrity underlying r-IFC and r-preSMA predicts improvement in SSRT during a child's brain development (Madsen et al., 2010 ). Here we focus on the contribution of projections to STN and test whether r-IFC-STN and bilateral preSMA-STN white matter tracts predict cognitive action control in the context of healthy aging. We outlined STN manually, performed probabilistic tractography, and extracted measures of tract strength and integrity. We hypothesized that connection strength and integrity within this anatomical model of inhibitory control would predict individual and age-related differences in SSRT and interference effects that manifest when both inhibition and action reprogramming is required.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty old (mean age, 68.7 years; range, 62-81 years; 9 men) and 20 young (mean age, 25.0 years; range, 20 -31 years; 9 men) adults with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the experiment. All were right handed (laterality quotient: Old, mean of 91.0; Young, mean of 88.5). Participants were within normal limits of general cognitive function as tested by the Mini-Mental State Examination (Old Ն 27 of 30, Young Ն 29 of 30). The older participants were independent, community dwelling, and had a similar amount of formal education (Old: mean, 16.6 years; Young: mean, 18.1 years; p ϭ 0.16). The local ethics committee approved the procedure, and all participants gave written, informed consent.
Movement prevention task and experimental procedure
Participants performed a stop-signal task that probes both global and more selective aspects of response inhibition (Coxon et al., 2007 ; see also Aron and Verbruggen, 2008) . The task provides specific measures reflecting the time needed to overcome an initiated action and the additional time needed for action reprogramming. Such measures are considered sensitive markers of predominantly top-down action control in the aging brain.
Participants were instructed to rest their left and right hands on modified computer mice. Custom software generated a visual display consisting of two vertical indicators that moved from the bottom upward at an equal and constant rate on each trial. A horizontal red target line was situated 800 ms from onset ( Fig. 1) . All participants received a standardized description of the task, during which task conditions (Go, Stop All, and Stop Selective) were sequentially introduced. They were instructed to look at the red line throughout the experiment and to interrupt both indicators at this target by extending their index fingers (referred to as Go trials). It was emphasized that Go trials should be performed as accurately and consistently as possible. Next it was explained that the indicator(s) would sometimes stop automatically before reaching the target line and that, when this happened, they should try to prevent moving the corresponding hand (referred to as Stop trials). Three possibilities were introduced: (1) Stop All (SA), in which both indicators stopped at the same time before the target; (2) Stop Left (SL-GR), in which the left indicator stopped before the target; and (3) Stop Right (SR-GL), in which the right indicator stopped before the target. SL and SR refer to the hand to be prevented from moving (i.e., Stop), whereas GR and GL refers to the hand for which action was still required (i.e., Go). Stopping could be made less/more difficult by altering the time that the indicator stopped before the target (Coxon et al., 2006 (Coxon et al., , 2007 . Participants were instructed not to worry if they sometimes responded anyway, because the experiment was designed to determine how much time they needed to prevent movement. A short demonstration by the experimenter followed this description.
A Go trial consisted of a black warning rectangle for 500 ms, after which both indicators started to fill upward (Fig. 1 A) . When the subject simultaneously extended both fingers to interrupt the indicators, the software recorded the response time relative to the target (in milliseconds) for each response switch. One second after trial onset, the indicators were reset to empty. Stop trials were identical up until the point at which either one, or both, indicators stopped automatically before the target ( Fig. 1 B-D ). In the case in which only one indicator stopped, the other indicator continued until the subject responded with the corresponding hand (for example, SL-GR requires the subject to Go with the right hand).
Participants practiced the task, first performing Go trials ϩ SA, then Go trials ϩ SL-GR and SR-GL, then all possible conditions combined (ϳ10 min). They then performed a block consisting only of Go trials (40 trials), followed by five blocks of 100 trials each. Each block consisted of Go (70%), SA (10%), SL-GR (10%), and SR-GL (10%) trials, presented in a random order. For the Stop conditions, there were five stop times, also randomized. In total, there were 350 Go trials and 50 trials per Stop condition (10 trials per stop time). For SA, both indicators stopped automatically 270, 230, 190, 150 , and 110 ms before the target. Because ϳ30 ms more time is required on selective trials (Coxon et al., 2007) , the indicator stopped automatically 300, 260, 220, 180, and 140 ms before the target for SL-GR and SR-GL.
Behavioral data analysis
For each Stop condition, the probability of responding, P(respond), was calculated at each stop time, with P(respond) ϭ 0, indicating consistently successful inhibition and P(respond) ϭ 1 indicating that movement prevention was impossible. The critical stop time (ST crit ) was determined using weighted linear interpolation to find P(respond) ϭ 0.5, using the formula
, where t1 is the first stop time with an inhibition probability of Ͻ0.5, t2 is the first stop time with an inhibition probability of Ͼ0.5, and p1 and p2 are the inhibition probabilities at t1 and t2, respectively. The primary dependent variable, SSRT, was calculated as the difference between ST crit and mean Go trial response time, averaged across hands. We verified our approach by calculating SSRT using the integration method (Verbruggen and Logan, 2009 ) averaged across t1 and t2, which gave almost identical results (linear positive correlation r ϭ 0.975, R 2 ϭ 0.95). SSRT provides an index of stopping ability, such that individuals with faster SSRTs can be considered more efficient at stopping. For SSRT, a mixed ANOVA was performed with factors Group (Old, Young) and Stop condition (SA, SL-GR, SR-GL).
Stopping interference effects are a feature of selective conditions, with substantial delays evident for the hand still required to make a Go response, likely reflecting a global mechanism for rapid and transient braking of movement preparation, allowing resolution of pre-response conflict and response reprogramming, followed by execution of remaining response components (Coxon et al., 2007; Aron and Verbruggen, 2008) . We quantified the stopping interference effect for the nonstopping hand (left hand for SR-GL, right hand for SL-GR) by calculating the response time delay relative to the mean response time of the same hand on Go trials. A mixed ANOVA was performed with factors Group (Old, Young) and Condition (SL-GR, SR-GL). The stopping interference effect was determined from trials in which the task was performed successfully.
Image acquisition and processing. A Siemens 3 T Magnetom Trio MRI scanner with standard head coil was used for image acquisition. For all subjects, the following structural scans were acquired within 1 week of behavioral testing: (1) a T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo image; repetition time (TR), 2300 ms; echo time (TE), 2.98 ms; flip angle, 9°; matrix, 240 ϫ 256; 160 sagittal slices; 1.1 ϫ 1 ϫ 1 mm voxel resolution; (2) a T2*-weighted image for susceptibility weighted imaging using a fast low-angle shot sequence (FLASH); TR, 30 ms; TE, 20 ms; flip angle, 12°; matrix, 192 ϫ 256; 104 axial slices; 0.9 ϫ 0.9 ϫ 1.2 mm voxel resolution; and (3) a diffusion weighted single-shot spin-echo echoplanar image for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI); TR, 7200 ms; TE, 81 ms; flip angle, 90°; matrix, 96 ϫ 96; 56 sagittal slices of thickness 2.2 mm with 0.66 mm gap; 2.19 ϫ 2.19 ϫ 2.86 mm voxel resolution. Diffusion sensitizing gradients were applied at a b value of 1000 s/mm 2 , along 64 non-collinear directions. An image with no diffusion weighting (b0) was also acquired.
Susceptibility weighted imaging processing. To generate the susceptibility weighted image, the magnitude and phase components of the FLASH acquisition were processed using SPIN (Magnetic Resonance Imaging Institute for Biomedical Research, Detroit, MI). The phase image was high-pass filtered in the spatial domain (64 ϫ 64 voxels) to remove low-frequency spatial components, and a positive phase mask was applied. Subsequently, the magnitude image was multiplied by the processed phase image, resulting in a susceptibility weighted image with enhanced contrast in areas of high iron content (Haacke et al., 2009) .
Diffusion weighted image processing. Diffusion data were analyzed using the FMRIB (Functional MRI of the Brain) Software Library, FSL (Oxford University, Oxford, UK). The b0 image of each subject was skull-stripped using the brain extraction tool, data were corrected for subject motion and eddy-current induced geometrical distortions, and the diffusion sensitizing gradients ("bvecs") were rotated to correct for motion. Using the diffusion toolbox, the diffusion tensor model was fit to the data, from which fractional anisotropy (FA) images were calculated.
Voxelwise analysis of FA using tract-based spatial statistics. The FA images were used as input for tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) (Smith et al., 2006) . This involved registering all subjects' FA images to a common space (the FA158 MNI space template) using a combination of affine and nonlinear registration, creating the mean FA image, eroding it to a skeleton, and thresholding the skeleton at FA Ͼ 0.25. The resulting alignment-invariant representation of the central trajectory of white matter pathways was used for voxelwise statistical analysis (randomize, 10,000 permutations). The contrast Old Ͻ Young was examined using threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) (Smith and Nichols, 2009) , with correction for multiple comparisons at ␣ Ͻ 0.05. To test whether there was evidence of an anterior-posterior white matter gradient, coronal slice profiles were determined (Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2006) . The mean FA of all skeleton voxels superior to the anterior commissureposterior commissure line was calculated for each coronal slice, and one-tailed t tests were used to compare groups (with Bonferroni's correction for the number of slices).
Cortical seed masks. Cortical seed masks for probabilistic tractography were determined in MNI space and transformed to subject diffusion space using the inverse of the TBSS registrations. The r-IFC was determined by the union of Brodmann's areas 44 and 45 (probability for each area Ͼ50%). The preSMA was defined using the automated anatomical labeling template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) , rostral to a vertical line through the anterior commissure (i.e., y Ͼ 0) (Johansen-Berg et al., 2004) .
Manual delineation of the STN. FSLview was used to display the filtered phase and susceptibility weighted images simultaneously. The STN was located as hyperintense on the phase image, lateral and anterior to the 4 (Figure legend continued.) were Ϫ9, Ϫ12, Ϫ5 and 10, Ϫ11, Ϫ5, respectively. Cortical masks were defined in MNI space and transformed to subject DTI space. The 3D rendering shows probabilistic tracts (Ͼ95% of participants) from r-IFC to r-preSMA and r-STN (dark and light blue, respectively) and from preSMA to STN in the left (red) and right (green) hemisphere. B, ROIs from tract multiplication procedure (top row), coronal slice profile, and voxelwise TBSS analysis of FA (bottom row). ROIs are color coded as follows: r-IFC, blue; r-preSMA, green; r-STN, light blue; CC, brown; l-IFC, yellow; l-preSMA, red; l-STN, pink. Voxels with significantly reduced FA in the old group are shown in blue (TFCE correction) and are overlaid on the TBSS skeleton (green). Coronal slices with significantly reduced FA in the elderly are marked by ϫ (after Bonferroni's correction). Note that almost all slices anterior to the anterior commissure (AC) are significant. C, Correlations with mean FA across all participants (left) and for tract connection strength in the old group (right). superior border of the red nucleus, and superior to the substantia nigra (Lucerna et al., 2002; Dormont et al., 2004) . Three independent raters manually outlined the l-STN and r-STN of each participant. The STN masks were determined for each subject separately, by transforming to diffusion space the voxels labeled by at least two of three raters on the susceptibility weighted images. Whether calculated for all participants or each group separately, intraclass correlation coefficients for the two raters with the most similar STN volumes were Ͼ0.875 (for both l-STN and r-STN). To view the location of STN in MNI space, the T1 image of each subject was warped to match the MNI152 T1 image using a combination of affine and nonlinear registration. The registrations were then applied to the phase and STN images, and the transformed STN images were summed across subjects ( Fig. 2A) .
Probabilistic tractography. In subject diffusion space, a probabilistic diffusion model that accommodates crossing fibers was applied to calculate probability distributions on fiber direction at each voxel (Behrens et al., 2003 . Probabilistic tractography was run from cortical seed masks, constrained by a target mask, to delineate the following tracts: (1) r-IFC to r-preSMA; (2) r-IFC to r-STN; (3) r-preSMA to r-STN; (4) r-preSMA to l-preSMA; (5) l-preSMA to l-STN; (6) l-IFC to l-preSMA; and (7) l-IFC to l-STN. Tracts from l-IFC were included as control tracts, because a large body of work emphasizes the role of r-IFC in inhibitory control. Starting from each voxel in the seed region, 10,000 samples were generated with a curvature threshold of 0.2, and the samples reaching the target mask were retained. For within-hemisphere tractography, a mask was used to exclude tracts crossing the midline. For between-hemisphere tractography, a mask was used to only include tracts passing through the corpus callosum (CC). The total number of samples reaching the target was divided by the number of voxels in the seed mask, and resulting values were used as an indicator of relative connection strength across participants (for a similar approach, see Forstmann et al., 2010) . The connection strengths represent the extent to which the dominant paths through the diffusion field (a reflection of white matter tract orientations) passes from seed to target for each individual. Tracts were entered, along with age, as independent variables for multiple linear regression analysis (SPSS version 16; IBM) predicting (1) SSRT and (2) the stopping interference effect (average of SL-GR and SR-GL). The model was fit initially for all participants and then for the old and young groups separately.
Mean FA region of interest analysis. To determine the probable spatial trajectory of each tract, the maps were thresholded at a low level to remove noise (this was 0.02% of the maximum value in the connectivity map) , transformed to MNI space (using the TBSS registrations), binarized, and summed across participants. Voxels that were present in Ͼ95% of participants' maps were retained (Fig. 2 A, 3D render). Given near-perfect overlap in the vicinity of a seed/target node, a multiplication procedure was used to determine voxels common to white matter tracts to/from each region [to avoid non-independent tract regions of interest (ROIs)]. For simplicity, the ROIs are labeled according to the common seed/target node (e.g., the r-IFC ROI was determined by the multiplication of the tract between r-IFC and r-preSMA and the tract between r-IFC and r-STN). The resulting MNI space tract ROIs (Fig. 2 B) were used to extract the mean FA from each subjects' TBSS skeleton image. Thus, the value for each ROI can be thought to reflect the integrity of white matter projections to/from the other nodes (e.g., r-IFC contains voxels projecting to/from both r-preSMA and r-STN). Mean FA was correlated with (1) SSRT and (2) the stopping interference effect, and significant correlations were subjected to partial correlation analysis controlling for mean skeleton FA and age (SPSS version 16; IBM).
The analysis approach outlined above capitalizes on previous work, which has identified r-IFC, preSMA, and STN as critical nodes in a network for stopping and/or braking action (see Introduction). We therefore used an ROI approach given our strong a priori hypothesis of where we expected to observe effects. Below we report results for our two primary dependent measures, mean tract FA and tract strength, and then complement these findings with a whole-brain TBSS approach that lends support to the specificity of the results of the ROI-based analyses. 
Results
Movement prevention experiment
SSRT SSRT is shown in Figure 3A . There were main effects of Group (F (1, 38) the SR-GL condition. This may reflect a problem initiating a unimanual response with the nondominant hand because, in contrast to the young group, there was a significant difference between SL-GR and SR-GL for the old group (p Ͻ 0.001). Consistent with this view, studies show increased transcallosal motor overflow in older adults during unimanual movements (Addamo et al., 2007; Talelli et al., 2008; Giovannelli et al., 2009) . However, the effect of hand dominance cannot be known for certain without testing both left-and right-handed individuals. Overall, the correlation between nonselective (SA SSRT) and selective (SL-GR and SR-GL SSRT) stopping was significant (r ϭ Figure 4 . TBSS regression analyses predicting SA SSRT. A, Significant voxels in which lower FA is associated with prolonged SA SSRT across all participants (correction for multiple comparisons using TFCE, ␣ Ͻ 0.05). Tract ROIs are displayed for comparison (color coding same as Fig. 2) . B, Significant clusters when additionally controlling for age and mean skeleton FA or Go variability across all participants (top) and in the old group separately (bottom). Note the cluster falling within the l-STN tract mask. Significant clusters are dilated by one voxel for improved visualization.
0.61, one-tailed p Ͻ 0.001) and remained significant after controlling for age (r ϭ 0.50, one-tailed p ϭ 0.001). Because selective SSRTs may also be influenced by the additional sensory discrimination and motor requirements over and above stopping per se, we concentrated on the "purest" estimate of the stopping process, SA SSRT, when investigating relationships with stopping network integrity.
Stopping interference effect (Go response time delay)
As expected, substantial stopping interference effects were observed (Fig. 3B) . The interference effect was greater in the older adults (main effect of Group, F (1,38) ϭ 16.8, p Ͻ 0.001) and for the selective condition requiring a response by the dominant hand (i.e., SR-GL) (main effect of Condition, F (1,38) ϭ 24.7, p Ͻ 0.001). The Group ϫ Condition interaction was not significant.
Go task performance
On average, the old group responded slightly later (Old, 27 Ϯ 3 ms; Young, 17 Ϯ 2 ms; p Ͻ 0.05) and were slightly more variable (Old, 50 Ϯ 2 ms; Young, 34 Ϯ 2 ms; p Ͻ 0.001) than the young group. Although statistically significant, these age-related differences were substantially less than previous stop-signal studies using choice reaction time for the Go task (Williams et al., 1999; Bedard et al., 2002) . This suggests that the present task provided relatively strong control over the timing of the Go process, increasing confidence in the interpretation of group differences in the Stop process. Importantly, the calculations of both SSRT and the stopping interference effect control for individual differences in Go task performance.
Diffusion imaging
Age-related change in FA Widespread age-related FA decline was observed throughout the TBSS skeleton, with more pronounced effects in anterior brain regions (Fig. 2 B) . The mean FA values extracted from each ROI are reported in Table 1 . For all ROIs investigated, mean FA was significantly reduced in the old group.
Correlations between FA and behavior
The main question addressed in the present study was whether task-specific frontal white matter (r-IFC and bilateral preSMA-STN) is predictive of behavioral inhibition. We tested for brainbehavior relationships in tractography defined ROIs in each hemisphere, accounting for any general relationship with wholebrain FA.
Lower mean FA was associated with longer SSRT (i.e., worse stopping; Fig. 2C, left graph) . Across all participants, this relationship was significant for the r-IFC, r-preSMA, r-STN, and l-STN white matter ROIs. These regions remained significant after controlling for the relationship between SSRT and global FA (partial correlations controlling for mean skeleton FA; Table 1 ). For the r-IFC ROI, FA remained a significant predictor of SSRT after additionally controlling for age (r ϭ Ϫ0.33, p Ͻ 0.05).
There were no significant relationships between FA and selective SSRT (average of SL-GR and SR-GL) within the stopping network ROIs, for either all participants or each group separately. Selective SSRT is likely influenced by extra sensory discrimination and motor requirements, and thus relationships with white matter integrity within the identified network may be masked by these additional sources of individual differences, which depend on processing in other brain regions.
If global stopping contributes to the interference effect or if the interference effect reflects transient response "braking" to buy time for action reprogramming (Frank, 2006; Isoda and Hikosaka, 2008; Neubert et al., 2010) , similar behavior-structure correlations should be observed, particularly for the STN. This was indeed the case because lower mean FA was associated with a greater stopping interference effect (Fig. 2C) . After controlling for the relationship with global FA, the r-IFC, along with bilateral preSMA and STN ROIs were significant (Table 1 ). The r-IFC and l-STN ROIs remained a significant predictor of the interference effect after additionally controlling for age (r ϭ Ϫ0.40, p Ͻ 0.01; and r ϭ Ϫ0.29, p Ͻ 0.05, respectively).
Relationship between tract strength and behavior
Although FA is a useful and widely reported metric of white matter integrity, it is also sensitive to the underlying fiber complexity (e.g., in regions where white matter tracts cross each other). Because probabilistic tractography was performed using a dual-fiber model, we used the results as an indication of relative tract strength across individuals.
A multiple regression model indicated that tract connection strength is a significant predictor of SSRT when all participants are included (adjusted R 2 ϭ 0.315, p ϭ 0.01) or when the model is calculated for the older adults only (adjusted R 2 ϭ 0.40, p ϭ 0.05). For the model including all participants (Table 2) , a significant negative regression coefficient was observed for the tract seeded in l-preSMA targeting STN (t ϭ Ϫ2.1, p Ͻ 0.05) along with marginal effects for the tract between r-preSMA and STN (t ϭ Ϫ1.7, p ϭ 0.09) and for age (t ϭ 1.9, p ϭ 0.06). In the old group, the negative relationship between tracts seeded in preSMA targeting STN and SSRT was striking, such that lower tract strength was associated with longer SSRT (left, t ϭ Ϫ2.5, p Ͻ 0.05; right, t ϭ Ϫ2.0, p ϭ 0.06; Fig. 2C , right two graphs; Table 2 ). This relationship remained even after a partial correlation analysis controlling for potentially confounding effects of age and STN target mask size (l-preSMA and l-STN, r ϭ Ϫ0.55, p ϭ 0.01; r-preSMA and r-STN, r ϭ Ϫ0.48, p Ͻ 0.05). For the young group, there was no significant correlation (l-preSMA and l-STN, r ϭ Ϫ0.12, p ϭ 0.32; r-preSMA and r-STN, r ϭ 0.07, p ϭ 0.39). Clusters surviving a threshold of p Ͻ 0.001 one-tailed, and consisting of at least 10 contiguous voxels are reported. L, Left; R, right; R IFOF, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus.
Furthermore, the strength of the preSMA-STN relationship in the older adults differed significantly with respect to young adults as shown by a significant difference in slope and correlation coefficient (one-tailed t test: l-preSMA and l-STN, p Ͻ 0.05 and p ϭ 0.078, respectively; r-preSMA and r-STN, both p Ͻ 0.05).
To test the specificity of the preSMA-STN result, we performed a control tract analysis. SMA-proper is known to also have direct projections to STN (Inase et al., 1999; Nambu et al., 2002) , but this region is not considered critical for the stopping process. We performed tractography between SMA-proper and STN in each hemisphere to see whether the strength of this adjacent tract predicted SSRT. No significant relationship was observed, for either all participants (l-SMA-proper and l-STN, r ϭ Ϫ0.07, p ϭ 0.32; r-SMAproper and r-STN, r ϭ 0.07, p ϭ 0.32) or the Old group separately (l-SMA-proper and l-STN, r ϭ Ϫ0.08, p ϭ 0.38; r-SMAproper and r-STN, r ϭ Ϫ0.16, p ϭ 0.24).
Running the regression models with the stopping interference effect or Go response time variability as the dependent variable revealed age as the only significant regression coefficient (all participants: age t ϭ 3.2, p ϭ 0.003; and age t ϭ 4.3, p Ͻ 0.001, respectively). Regression models performed on each group separately were not significant (both p Ͼ 0.3). That we observe a preSMA-STN relationship for SSRT but not Go response time variability is important because this indicates specificity to the Stop as opposed to the Go task process.
Whole-brain TBSS regression analyses
We supplement our hypothesis-driven approach with analogous whole-brain TBSS skeleton regression analyses to search for converging evidence. First, SA SSRT, demeaned across the entire sample, was regressed against FA using randomize (10,000 permutations). The results of this analysis (Fig. 4 A) show a frontal predominance with lower FA associated with longer SA SSRT (significant voxels survived correction for multiple comparisons using TFCE, ␣ Ͻ 0.05). In general, a strong accordance was observed with the overall correlations reported in the ROI analysis, with significant voxels clearly overlapping with the tractography-derived network.
In subsequent analyses, we thresholded the statistical map resulting from randomize permutation testing at p Ͻ 0.001, onetailed, with a cluster extent threshold of Ն10 contiguous skeleton voxels. This approach has been taken in several published studies (Boorman et al., 2007; Mars et al., 2009; Neubert et al., 2010) and is considered reasonably stringent given that the number of voxels in the TBSS skeleton is of an order of magnitude lower than FMRI datasets.
We examined whether reduced FA predicted prolonged SSRT, controlling for age and mean skeleton FA (Fig. 4 B; Table 3 ). Two clusters in the vicinity of the r-IFC tract ROI were observed, along with a cluster within the l-STN tract ROI. This latter l-STN cluster also survived an analysis controlling for variability in Go task performance (MNI coordinates, Ϫ12, 1, 5; t ϭ 4.41, partial r ϭ Ϫ0.61). This indicates that the relationship between FA and SSRT observed in a location spatially compatible with l-STN projections cannot be explained by individual differences in Go task performance. When looking at the old group separately, the strongest effect we observed also fell within the l-STN tract ROI (Fig. 4 B, bottom; Table 3 ), complementing the results of the tract strength analysis. The same analyses predicting increased stopping interference effects revealed FA clusters within the l-STN tract mask, adjacent to the nucleus itself, and in the CC preSMA tract mask, while controlling for age and mean skeleton FA ( Fig. 5A ; Table 4 ). In addition, several clusters were observed in white matter connecting with visual cortical areas (forceps major and optic radiations bilaterally). Most of the relationships in posterior white matter disappeared when controlling for Go task variability, suggesting that these posterior observations may not be specific to the process of interest. In contrast, the relationships observed in the l-STN (MNI coordinates, Ϫ13, Ϫ5, 0; t ϭ 5.41, partial r ϭ Ϫ0.69) and CC preSMA tract masks (MNI coordinates, 18, 27, 23; t ϭ 4.01, partial r ϭ Ϫ0.58) remained when controlling for the Go task performance variability of each individual. Finally, examining the old group separately revealed clusters within the STN tract masks bilaterally (Fig. 5B) , the l-IFC tract mask, and the CC preSMA tract mask (Table 4) .
In summary, the whole-brain TBSS approach provides complementary evidence that the integrity of white matter pathways connecting STN are predictive of both outright stopping of actions and the interference observed when selectivity is required.
Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the effect of age on brainbehavior relationships within an anatomical model of cognitive action control consisting of r-IFC, preSMA, and STN. Individual differences in white matter integrity (FA) were shown to predict inhibitory control efficiency. Bilateral preSMA-STN tract strength significantly predicted stopping ability (SSRT), and this relationship was strongest in older adults as shown by a significant group difference in correlation coefficient and regression slope. Additional whole-brain analyses identified clusters within the STN tract ROIs in which FA predicted Stop task behavior even after controlling for Go task performance variability. Our data link age-related decline in inhibitory control with structural decline of STN projections. In doing so, we provide a neural correlate for the inhibition deficit theory of age-related cognitive decline. The strength of preSMA-STN tracts may be a useful biomarker of age-related declines in cognitive action control and, more generally, inhibitory function.
Age-dependent and age-independent relationships between FA and stopping in task-relevant white matter The voxelwise analysis of FA confirmed decline of white matter integrity throughout the aging brain (see also Barrick et al., 2010) . Such widespread reductions may contribute to the behavioral effects observed, because overall white matter is predictive of information processing speed in old age (Penke et al., 2010) . However, we controlled for such a general relationship by partialling out mean skeleton FA.
Age-related degeneration was most pronounced in anterior fiber systems, signifying an anterior-posterior gradient of decline (Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2006) . Importantly, right but not l-IFC white matter was correlated with stop task performance, indicating anatomically specific brain-behavior relationships over and above age and general white matter decline (Fig. 2C) . A critical role of r-IFC in inhibitory control has been inferred previously from patients with frontal lesions (Aron et al., 2003) , but there is ongoing debate as to whether r-IFC detects the stop signal, triggers the stopping process, or both (Levy and Wagner, 2011) . Our results in the healthy human brain, along with other recent findings (Madsen et al., 2010; King et al., 2012) , point toward the importance of white matter underlying r-IFC for stopping.
Across all participants, we found that SSRT was predicted by FA in r-IFC, and preSMA and STN ROIs bilaterally (Table 1) . The overall correlations for r-IFC and r-preSMA appeared to be driven by both age groups, whereas those for l-STN and r-STN were more driven by the old group. Results complementary to ours have been reported in children 7-13 years old in which better response inhibition was associated with FA underlying r-IFC and r-preSMA (Madsen et al., 2010) , but they did not examine tracts connecting with STN. In the present study, we provide clear evidence that the integrity of white matter connecting anatomically defined STN predicts stopping performance. We confirm this with whole-brain TBSS regression analyses and show that the result cannot be explained by variability in Go task performance (Fig. 4) . That is, the observed relationship is specific to the Stop process of this task. We also provide the first evidence that the integrity of white matter projecting to l-STN predicts stopping.
Tract strength analysis reveals a critical role of preSMA-STN connections in stopping
It is unclear whether r-IFC influences STN directly or via the preSMA. In our tract strength multiple regression analysis, tracts between r-IFC and r-STN were not significant predictors of Clusters surviving a threshold of p Ͻ 0.001 one-tailed. At least 10 contiguous voxels are included. L, Left; R, right; R IFOF, right inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus.
SSRT, whereas the parameter estimates for tracts between preSMA and anatomically defined STN were significant (Table  2) . Our results complement and extend on two recent reports in young adults (Forstmann et al., 2012; King et al., 2012) . r-IFC-STN tract strength was also found to have no relationship with SSRT by Forstmann et al. (2012) . Interestingly, they failed to find a relationship with preSMA-STN tract strength, instead reporting that the strength of the tract between anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and STN predicts stopping ability. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear. Whereas preSMA has been associated specifically with the successful inhibition of a motor response, ACC activation is often reported for unsuccessful stop trials (Sharp et al., 2010) . A tract strength analysis was not reported in the study by King et al. (2012) , nor did they treat preSMA and SMA-proper as separate cortical regions despite major differences in anatomical connectivity (Johansen-Berg et al., 2004) . We extend on these studies by showing that preSMA, but not SMA-proper connections with STN, predict stopping efficiency. There is no convincing account of how stopping-related activity in the right hemisphere exerts an influence over the left hemisphere, which is known to be dominant for movement preparation. Evidence that r-STN and l-STN are directly connected is scarce, with one study reporting time-locked contralateral action potentials at a likelihood of only 3% (Walker et al., 2011) . Granger causality analysis on fMRI stop-task data argues against a direct influence of r-IFC on STN (Duann et al., 2009 ). Pairedpulse transcranial magnetic stimulation of r-IFC and left motor cortex during task-switch inhibition shows evidence of physiological inhibition, likely mediated by preSMA-STN interactions (Neubert et al., 2010) . In our study, the relationship between tract strength and stopping was strongest between preSMA and l-STN. This tract may support stopping of movements initiated in the left hemisphere. Involvement of l-STN in stopping is supported by the observation that unilateral deep brain stimulation of l-STN impairs SSRT in Parkinson's disease patients performing similarly to controls (Ray et al., 2009 ). Based on our results, we tentatively propose that r-IFC interacts with STN via preSMA projections in each hemisphere.
However, we note that diffusion-based imaging measures reflect the strength of a structural connection and are not representative of physiological connectivity (i.e., the transmission of action potentials). Our results indicate that structural connection strength becomes a sensitive measure when integrity declines with aging, such that variability in connectivity influences behavior. The association between preSMA-STN tract connection strength and stopping ability in older adults is interesting in light of an fMRI study showing reduced STN activation during task switching with an inhibition component (Coxon et al., 2010) . Reduced integrity of the pathway between preSMA and STN may lead to "structural disconnection" (O 'Sullivan et al., 2001 ) and an inability to functionally modulate STN in older age.
Integrity of tracts projecting to STN also predict individual differences in the stopping interference effect Interference manifests as delayed responding during selective stop trials and is likely the result of transient braking of all initiated movement and subsequent pre-response conflict resolution and action reprogramming (Frank, 2006; Coxon et al., 2007) . The delays we observe are substantial, indicating that, to achieve a selective behavioral outcome in our paradigm, a nonselective neural inhibition mechanism is triggered. Functional imaging studies show that activity in the cognitive control network is present for outright stopping (Aron and Poldrack, 2006) , task switching (Coxon et al., 2010; Kenner et al., 2010) , conflict-induced slowing in a conditional stopping paradigm , and incongruent stimulus-response mappings (Forstmann et al., 2008) . Activity in preSMA is stronger for behaviorally selective compared with nonselective stop trials (Coxon et al., 2009 ) and r-IFC, preSMA, and STN activation scales with the magnitude of slowing on conditional stop trials . Our results are complementary by showing that, across all participants, greater stopping interference effects are associated with lower FA in the white matter connecting r-IFC, preSMA, and STN (Table 1) .
Stopping interference effects were greater in the older adults. Our TBSS regression analyses (Table 4 ) revealed a cluster for the old group in the inferior fronto-occiptal fasciculus anterior to r-IFC, a tract previously related to conflict-induced slowing in young adults (Forstmann et al., 2008) . We also saw correlations in posterior white matter (forceps major, optic radiations) connecting with visual cortex. This suggests that visual input specifying the stimulus-response mapping may contribute to some of the age-related increase in interference effects. However, forceps major associations appear task nonspecific because they were also observed when the same older adults participated in a balance control experiment (Van Impe et al., 2011) . Here we establish that declining STN white matter integrity contributes to the age-related increase in the interference effect (Fig. 5) . In addition, CC white matter (connecting l-preSMA and r-preSMA) showed a relationship (Tables 1, 4 ). These data suggest that increased interference effects in older adults may be a consequence of structural decline in the circuitry underlying both inhibitory control and interhemispheric communication required on selective trials.
In summary, we provide a structural basis for age-related declines in inhibitory control. We show that integrity of white matter within the STN tract ROI predicts both outright stopping (SSRT) and transient braking of response initiation to buy time for action reprogramming (stopping interference effects). Whereas tract connection strength between preSMA and striatum supports the modulation of response thresholds (Forstmann et al., 2010 (Forstmann et al., , 2011 , our multiple regression analysis points to preS-MA-STN connections in each hemisphere as important for expeditious stopping. The preSMA-STN tract manifests as a result of white matter decline, indicating that it may be a biomarker for age-related inhibitory deficits.
